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1. Introduction: 

 

1.1. Dairy Sector: The National Scenario 

 

1.1.1. Demand for milk is now growing much faster than in the 

nineties - driven by:  

 Rising incomes due to high GDP growth 

 Growing urbanization 

 Export opportunities  

 Changing food habits and increase in population 

 

1.1.2. Based on growth rates in the nineties, a Committee of the 

Planning Commission projected the national milk demand at 

166 million tons (4548 lakh kilograms per day) in 2020. 

 

1.1.3. This projection extrapolated to 2021-22 (co-terminus with end 

of 13th Five Year Plan) came to about 180 million metric tons 

per year (4931 lakh kilograms per day). 
 

 

1.1.4. As per the estimates of 2007-08, the average milk production 

of the country was 2800 lakh kilograms per day. Out of this, 

1300 lakh kilograms per day (48%) was consumed in the 

production area itself and the balance 1500 lakh kilograms per 

day (52%) was the marketable surplus. 

 

1.1.5. 70% of the marketable surplus milk (1000 lakh kilograms per 

day) was handled by the unorganised sector and balance 30%   

(500 lakh kgs per day) was handled by the organized sector, 

which includes the cooperatives and the private 

establishments. 
 

 

1.1.6. If domestic production and supply do not increase to meet the 

rapidly growing milk demand, it could impact on international 

and domestic prices and result in imports of milk products to 

the country. 

 

1.1.7. It is estimated that incremental production at the rate of 5 

million metric ton per annum (136 lakh kilograms per day) 
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should be targeted to ensure meeting the domestic demand 

and to avoid imports. 
 

 

1.1.8. At this rate, for the five years between 2007-08 and 2012-13, 

the daily average milk production should have registered a 

growth of 136 lakh kilograms x 5 years = 680 lakh kilograms 

per day. This means that the actual milk production of the 

country for 2012-13 should be 2800 (2007-08 production) + 

680 (envisaged growth in 5 years) = 3480 lakh kilograms per 

day.  

 

1.1.9. As against this, the experienced milk production of the 

country in 2012-13 was 3627 lakh kilograms per day. This 

means the growth matched to the targets. 

 

 

1.1.10. The massive investment of Rs. 224200 lakhs under the 

National Dairy Plan Phase I is expected to boost up the 

production of milk so as to meet the targeted 4547 lakh litres 

per day envisaged for 2020. 

 

 

1.1.11. To match with this targeted production, the country should 

also have simultaneous plans and projects to mobilize this 

production as procurement to the organized sector. This is 

required to augment the supply of milk and milk products to 

the consumers by ensuring good quality and guaranteed 

supply. 

 

 

1.1.12. To achieve this, the share of the organized sector in the 

handling of marketable surplus milk should increase from the 

present level of 30% to 65%.  

 

 

1.1.13. Accordingly, the scenario of milk production as well as 

handling of the marketable surplus at the national level by the 

year 2020 is projected as follows by the National Dairy 

Development Board.  
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Particulars Unit 2007-08 2020 

Daily rural milk production Lakh Kg per day 2800 4700 

Rural retention  Lakh Kg per day 1400 2450 

Marketable Surplus Lakh Kg per day 1400 2250 

Marketable Surplus handled 

under organized sector  

(Private& Cooperative) 

Lakh Kg per day 500 1600 

Share of organized sector 

Marketable Surplus  
% 30 65 

  

1.1.14. The current project is a plan of procuring, processing and 

marketing of milk under the Malabar Milk Union of Kerala is 

in supportive of the above-mentioned national level plan. 

 

1.2. History of Dairy Development in Kerala 

 

1.2.1. The earlier dairy development efforts of the state was mostly 

production enhancement oriented ones. While the state 

Animal Husbandry Department could establish a well-knit 

network of health care to the cattle, the crossbreeding efforts 

under the erstwhile Indo-Swiss Project enabled the creation of 

a good genetic base with increased productivity of cattle. 

1.2.2.  Even with all these production enhancement oriented 

programmes, still Kerala could not acclaim the status of a 

“dairy-friendly” state. The reasons are as follow: 

 High population pressure on land with practically no 

grazing lands 

 Perennial cash crops with better prices and no residues 

to  

 feed the cattle 

 High literacy and preference for salaried jobs 

 Farm labour shortage and consequent high opportunity 

cost of farm labour vis-à-vis other labour lines. 

 Growing disinclination to bothersome farm jobs 

1.2.3. However, the success of the world famous Amul Cooperative 

of Anand in Gujarat and the subsequent efforts of the National 

Dairy Development Board (NDDB) to replicate that pattern 

into other states including Kerala witnessed a drastic 

remodelling of the entire dairy industry of the State.  

1.2.4. Under the Operation Flood programme of the NDDB, Kerala 

dairy sector also was restructured in the cooperative lines 

from 1980.  Under this project, the farmer-owned 
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cooperatives took over the organized milk business of Kerala, 

by creating infrastructure for procurement, processing and 

marketing under the newly started organization-Kerala 

Cooperative Milk Marketing Federation (KCMMF), popularly 

known by its brand name MILMA.  

1.2.5. The MILMA network originally included the two Regional 

Cooperative Milk Unions based at Thiruvananthapuram & 

Ernakulam.  Together, they covered the 8 southern districts 

through the several grassroots level milk cooperative societies 

of the dairy farmers. 

1.2.6. The investments and efforts under the Operation Flood 

remained only in the Southern & Central Kerala. The 6 

Northern districts remained uncovered in this Anand Pattern 

of dairy development.   

1.2.7. However, in 1990 under the Swiss-aided North Kerala Dairy 

Project (NKDP) in the Malabar Regional Cooperative Milk 

Producers’ Union (MRCMPU) was formed. The Union covers 

the six Northern districts of Kerala viz. Kasaragod, Kannur, 

Wayanad, Kozhikode, Malappuram and Palakkad.  MRCMPU 

showed remarkable growth in milk procurement and sales and 

now is acclaimed as one of the best milk Unions of the 

country. 

1.2.8. By 2007-08, Milma’s state-wide network of dairy 

cooperatives under the Thiruvananthapuram, Ernakulam and 

Malabar Milk Unions covered 82 % of the villages of the 

State, covering 70% of the dairy farmers. The daily 

procurement was 8 lakh litres amounting to 13% of the total 

milk production and 16% of the marketable surplus of the 

State. 

1.2.9. With the support of regular market and remunerative price 

ensured by these cooperatives, the milk production and 

procurement of the co-operatives grew up in the State. During 

1997-2007, milk production increased from 2.22 million 

metric tons to 2.72 Million metric tons. However, during 

2007-08, the milk production declined to 2.25 million tones, 

mainly due to fall in the cattle population. 

1.2.10. MILMA, the key player in the organized milk procurement, 

processing and marketing sector of Kerala is experiencing this 

fall in production. The following graph indicates milk 

procurement of the Three Regional Milk Unions 

(Thiruvananthapuram, Ernakulam & Malabar). 
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1.2.11. Therefore, the State needs to have fresh investments in 

production, procurement, processing and marketing of milk.  

1.2.12. The following table (as identified by NDDB for National 

Dairy Plan) suggests targets for milk production enhancement 

as well as coverage of the milk business under the organized 

sector of the Kerala State. 

  

Kerala: Targeted Milk Production & Marketing Scenario 2020 

Particulars Unit 2007-08 2020 

Milk production Lakh Kg Per Day 62 100 

Producer household consumption  Lakh Kg Per Day 12 20 

Local sales Lakh Kg Per Day 18 30 

Total rural consumption Lakh Kg Per Day 30 50 

Balance marketable surplus  Lakh Kg Per Day 32 50 

Procurement by Milma  Lakh Kg Per Day 8 22 

Procurement by other cooperatives Lakh Kg Per Day 2 3 

 Total procurement by cooperatives Lakh Kg Per Day 10 25 

 Procurement by private sector Lakh Kg Per Day 3 10 

 Total Procurement by organized sector Lakh Kg Per Day 13 35 

 Organized sector share in production % 21 35 

 Organized sector share in surplus % 40 70 

 Cooperative sector share in surplus % 31 50 
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1.3. Milk Production & Demand: Malabar Scenario  

 

1.3.1. With an annual milk production of 2.3 million metric tons in 

2007-08, Kerala contributed only 2.2% of the country’s milk 

production and ranked 13th in the country. 
 

1.3.2. However, the performance history of the Malabar Milk Union 

demonstrates that even with all the constraints in milk 

production, Kerala can increase its milk production so as to 

match with its growing demand for milk and milk products.  
 

1.3.3.  Every day, 1.5 lakh farmers under 1100 village dairy 

cooperative societies are supplying milk to the Union. The 

Union procured an average of 4.9 lakh litres of milk per day 

during 2013-14. 
 

1.3.4. The average daily milk procurement is expected to cross 5.5 

lakh litres during 2014-15. The Union’s milk and milk 

products are sold under the brand name MILMA. 
 

1.3.5. The Malabar success was made possible by organized dairy 

development efforts initiated in 1990 under the Swiss-aided 

North Kerala Dairy Project (NKDP). The strategy was 

modelled on the Amul/Anand lines, encompassing 

production-procurement-processing-marketing efforts as an 

integrated system under the Cooperative Milk Union 

(MRCMPU). 
 

1.3.6. The Union was further strengthened by bulk milk chilling, 

processing infrastructure and marketing supports by the 

Government of India projects viz. Clean Milk Production 

(CMP) and Intensive Dairy Development Programme (IDDP). 

During the first phase of this programmes, Rs 2240.22 lakhs 

was sanctioned by Govt. of India and the Union could utilised 

the entire sum within the stipulated period (2006 to 2011). 
  

1.3.7. Impressed by the results, Govt. of India again sanctioned 

under the Phase II of same two programmes Rs. 3589.86 lakhs 

during the period 2011-16.  MRCMPU has achieved about 

90% of the physical and financial targets of the Phase II.  

 

1.3.8. The following graph shows the remarkable progress in milk 

procurement and marketing of the Union during the last 24 

years from its inception in1990.  
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1.3.9. Apart from liquid milk, the Milk Union also sells products 

like ghee, curd, buttermilk, peda, ice cream, sip up and 

flavoured milk.  The turnover of the union was Rs. 892 cores 

during the year 2013-14 of which Rs. 175 is from milk 

products.  The Union exports ghee to Gulf markets.   

1.3.10. Kannur, Kozhikode, Wayanad dairies are certified for ISO 

22000:2005. The Union is in the process of upgrading the 

other plants also to ISO 22000:2005 status. 

1.3.11. The following table indicates the key growth indicators of the 

Union. 

 

Parameters 1991-92 2013-14 

Milk procurement (Litres per day) 56,873 4,90,620 

Milk processing capacity (Litres per day) 26,000 4,30,000 

Milk chilling plant capacity (Litres per day)  30,000 80,000 

Rural Bulk Milk Cooler (BMC) capacity (Litres per 

day) 
0 3,60,000 

Milk sales (Litres per day) 72,014 4,23,034 

Turnover (Rs. Lakhs) 2044 89,212 

Milk suppliers per day (Numbers) 11,714 88,800 

Number of primary dairy co operative societies  259 1,083 

Average milk collection per day per society (Litres) 162 453 

Average milk supplied per day per farmer (Litres) 3.01 5.52 

Shares of societies in MRCMPU (Rs. Lakhs) 0.69 2294 

 

SURPLUS 
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As on 31.03.2014, 3.19 lakhs farmers were enrolled as 

members of the Milk Co-operative Societies.  88,800 farmers 

supplied milk to the Co-operatives.  The average milk 

supplied by each farmer was 5.52 litres per day.  The average 

fat content of the milk collected by the union was 4.1% and 

SNF, 8.3%.  The average Methylene Blue Reduction Time 

(MBRT-an indication of bacterial count in milk) of the raw 

milk received at the Dairies and the Milk Chilling Plants was 

109 minutes, which is a good status at par with BIS standards. 

  

1.3.12. The Union is in the path of further steady growth and has 

drawn out a long-term plan as follows to expand milk 

procurement to 7.30 lakh litres per day and milk sales to 6.64 

lakh litres per day and in addition milk products equivalent to 

0.66 lakh litres will be sold per day by the year 2017-18.  

1.3.13. The following are the district wise milk procurement targets 

of MRCMPU (Lakh Litres per Day) envisaged up to 2017-18. 

 

District 

2013-14 

(Actual) 

2014-

15 

2015-

16 

2016-

17 

2017-

18 

Palakkad 1.79 1.93 2.09 2.25 2.44 

Malappuram 0.37 0.40 0.43 0.47 0.50 

Kozhikode 0.67 0.72 0.78 0.84 0.91 

Wayanad 1.22 1.32 1.42 1.54 1.66 

Kannur 0.51 0.55 0.59 0.64 0.69 

Kasaragod 0.36 0.39 0.42 0.45 0.49 

Total 4.92 5.31 5.74 6.20 6.69 

 
1.3.14. In order to meet these targets, the following investments under 

the National Dairy Plan I are put to action under the Malabar 

Milk Union with effect from 2013-14. 

 Ration Balancing Programme aiming to improve the milk 

production of 16000 cows through improvements in feeding.    

(Rs. 1.91 crores grant) 

 Expanding the Village Based Milk Procurement Systems 

through 86 new milk societies. (Rs.2.77 crores  grant from 

NDDB, Rs. 1.47 contribution by MRCMPU) 

1.3.15. In addition to the above, the Union has undertaken a massive 

Heifer Induction Programme by investing Rs. 19.70 crores 
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through the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe 

Departments of Government of Kerala. 

 

1.3.16. The investments to the tune of Rs. 1361.27 lakhs envisaged 

under NPDD as per this project proposal would be further 

supportive to the Union to meet its targeted milk procurement. 

 

1.3.17. These investments at milk procurement will definitely 

increase marketing pressure on the Union.  The Union has 

fixed the following target for milk marketing for the period up 

to 2017-18.  

 

District 

2013-14 

(Actual) 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 

Palakkad 0.9 0.97 1.05 1.13 1.22 

Malappuram 0.68 0.73 0.79 0.86 0.93 

Kozhikode 0.92 0.99 1.07 1.16 1.25 

Wayanad 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.11 

Kannur 1.2 1.30 1.40 1.51 1.63 

Kasaragod 0.44 0.48 0.51 0.55 0.60 

Total 4.22 4.56 4.92 5.32 5.74 

 

 

1.3.18. The above explained target of milk procurement and sales 

demands that the existing infrastructure for milk processing is 

expanded and where ever feasible new Dairy Plants are 

constructed. 

 

1.3.19. Currently, MRCMPU has 5 dairy plants at Kozhikode, 

Kannur, Palakkad, Kasaragod and Wayanad. Together they 

can process 4.30 lakh litres per day as detailed below.  
 

 

 

Dairy Plants Processing capacity (LLPD) 

Kozhikode 1.50 

Kannur 1.00 

Palakkad 1.00 

Kasargod 0.30 

Wayanad 0.50 

Total 4.30 
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1.3.20. The Union also has three Milk Chilling Plant as detailed 

below 

 

Milk Chilling Plants Chilling Capacity (TLPD) 

Nilambur 0.30 

Attappadi 0.30 

Pattambi 0.20 

Total 0.80 

 

1.3.21. The Union also has a network of 136 Bulk Milk Coolers with 

a total capacity of 432000 LPD.  19 more BMC’s are to be 

commissioned in near future with a capacity of 67000 LPD 

and then the total capacity for chilling the milk at the society 

level will become 499000 LPD by 2014-15. 

 

1.3.22. The current milk procurement of MRCMPU (Average 4.90 

Litres per day in 2013-14) has already overshot its processing 

capacity (430000 litres per day).  Therefore, the Union is 

planning to address the future capacity constraints issue 

through the following steps. 

 

 Expand its existing 5 Dairy Plants.  We have provided some 

infrastructure item under the current project proposal of 

NPDD. 

  

 The Union also envisages establishing two new Dairy Plants 

of one lakh litre per day (LPD) processing capacity at 

Sreekandapuram (Kannur District) and Moorkanad 

(Malappuram District). The site for the Sreekandapuram Plant 

is already purchased and Rs. 7.5 cores are already obtained 

under one-time additional central assistance of Govt. of India.  

The total outlay of the project is Rs. 39.26 cores.  We are 

expecting Rs. 17.5 cores from Govt. of Kerala contribution.  

To meet the short fall of Rs. 39.26- (7.5+17.5) =14.26 crores, 

the Union is incorporating some of the infrastructure items of 

the Sreekandapuram Dairy Plant in the current project 

proposal under NPDD. 

 

 The site for the new Dairy Plant in Malappuram District is 

identified at Moorkanad and the land acquisition is in progress.  

The Swiss Development Co-operation (SDC) is funding Rs. 25 
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cores out of the 40 cores envisaged for the project.  Therefore 

we have shown some of the infrastructure requirements to be 

financed from the current proposal under NPDD.   

 

2. Main activities planned under NPDD  

 

2.1. Milk Chilling Facilities 

  
136 BMC societies commissioned and purchase order placed for 19 

BMCs with a capacity of 67000 LPD. Since we have already created 

almost sufficient chilling capacity, we have not proposed any further 

BMC’s in this project in order to avoid the under utilisation of the 

infrastructure created. 

 

The BMC details are shown below: 

 

 Sl.No Districts No of BMCs 

1 Palakkad 33 

2 Malappuram 5 

3 Kozhikode 22 

4 Wayanad 43 

5 Kannur 23 

6 Kasaragod 9 

  Total  136 
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2.2. Milk Processing and Marketing 

 

2.2.1. Processing infrastructure 

2.2.1.1. PALAKKAD DISTRICT 
 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Palakkad district comprise of 4480 KM2 of Malabar region.  

According to 2011 census the district population is 28.10 lakhs and 

density 627/sq km which is far below the state average of 859/sq km. 

Palakkad is bordered on the northwest by Malappuram district on the 

southwest by the Thrissur district and on the east by Coimbatore 

district of Tamil Nadu.  The district is sub divided in to five Taluks 

and hundred and sixty-six revenue villages. The three tiers LSG 

include one district Panchayat, thirteen block Panchayats and ninety 

three Grama Panchayats.   The climate is hot and humid, the hottest 

being March to June. The South West Monsoon from June to 

September provides the bulk of the rain. The average recorded rainfall 

is 2111 mm (Wikipedia) 

  

Agriculture is the predominant income and employment provider in 

Palakkad district. The vast majority of the farmers belong to the 

marginal group. The average land holding size, the fourth largest in 

the state, is 0.39-ha/ household. The most predominant farming 

system is mixed crop livestock farming. The district contributes major 

Palakkad 
District 
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portion of rice, almost 40% of the states production, and the much-

needed roughage, paddy straw, for ruminant nutrition and milk 

production.  Like in the rest of the state, the bovine is the dominant 

species of livestock. Nearly two decades ago the district had the 

highest draught animal population in the state. The draught animal 

population started declining towards the later part of the last century 

and the cattle composition changed more in favor of cross bred dairy 

cattle. Milk production is extremely livelihood intensive to almost all 

sections of farming community, more so in the case of marginal, sub 

marginal and land less groups.  

 

The livestock development and milk marketing in the district is looked 

after by number of institutions. The AHD is in charge of the health 

care and breeding services. The important institutions under the 

department include one district office, one District Veterinary Centre, 

four Veterinary Poly Clinics, fifteen Veterinary Hospitals, seventy-

eight Veterinary Dispensaries, three Mobile Farm Aid Units, one 

Mobile Veterinary Dispensary and seventy two ICDP Sub centres for 

AI in cattle. The Department of Dairy Development is in charge of the 

livestock extension services and administration of milk cooperatives. 

The department has one district office, thirteen Dairy Extension 

Service centres, one quality control centre and one Dairy Training 

Centre. The MRCMPU has one milk-processing dairy and two milk-

chilling centres apart from two Procurement & Input services Units – 

Palakkad and Pattambi – and one straw based cattle feed unit. The 

district houses the largest cattle feed plant under Milma at 

Malampuzha, 8 kilometres away from Palakkad town. The Kerala 

Livestock Development Board responsible for the frozen semen 

production and genetic improvement of dairy cattle in the state has 

one bull station, one training centre and one fodder seed testing lab at 

Dhoni in Palakkad district. 

  

The milk procurement in Palakkad district is in increasing trend and 

to handle the additional volume of raw milk and fat it is proposed to 

purchase a 60 kl milk silo, 3 KL capacity cream storage tank, 5KLPH 

cream pump, 2Kl capacity Ghee boiler, 3 KL capacity Ghee storage 

tank and a 2 KLPH capacity Ghee clarifier. To handle the increasing 

sales it is proposed to purchase a double head pouch filling machine 

and 4 Nos date coding device for the pouch filling machine. The 

existing atmospheric condenser of refrigeration plant is inefficient and 

it is proposed to purchase a energy efficient cooling tower and plate 

heat exchanger.  The total investment proposed for milk processing is           

Rs. 126.00 lakhs. 
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2.2.1.2. MALAPPURAM DISTRICT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The Malappuram District was formed on 16th June 1969. The Nilgiris 

of Tamil Nadu in the east, Arabian Sea in the west, Kozhikode and 

Wayanad districts in the north and Palakkad and Thrissur districts in 

the south bound the district. The district has an area of 3350 KM2, 

which is 9.13 percent of total area of the state. Like most other 

districts of the state, the Malappuram district consists of three natural 

divisions – low land, midland and high land. The low land stretches 

along the seacoast, the midland in the centre and the highland region 

towards the east and north eastern parts. The topography of the district 

is highly undulating; starting from the hilltops covered with thick 

forests on the east along the Nilgiris. It gradually slopes down to the 

valleys and the small hills, before finally ending on the sandy flat of 

luxuriant coconut groves in the west.  

 

The Malappuram district consists of six Taluks (Nilambur, 

Ernad,Tirurangadi, Tirur, perinthalmanna and ponnani), seven 

Municipalities (Malappuram, Perinthalmanna, Manjeri, Ponnani, 

Tirur, Kottakkal and Nilambur) fifteen Block Panchayats and 100 

Malappuram 
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Grama Panchayats.   There are 278 Municipal wards and 1843 Gram 

Panchayat wards in Malappuram district.   

 

The official census 2011 shows that Malappuram district has a 

population of 41.10 lakh of which 19.61 lakh  are male and 21.49 lakh 

female and a sex ratio of 1096 per 1000 males. The Malappuram 

population accounts for 12.31 percent of total population in the state. 

The decadal growth in population is 13.39 percent in comparison to 

the state average of 4.86 percent and national average of 17.64 

percent.  The density of population in 2011 is 1158/sq. km. in 

comparison to 1021 during 2001. The literacy rate in Malappuram is 

93.55 percent (2011 census).  The 2011 Census shows that 55.81 

percent of total population lives in rural areas and 44.19 percent in 

urban agglomerations.   

  

The district has more or less the same climatic conditions prevalent 

else-where in the state, viz, dry season from December to February, 

hot season from March to May, the South West Monsoon from 

October to November. The South West Monsoon is usually very 

heavy and nearly 75 percent of the annual rains are received during 

this season. The climate is generally hot and humid; the range of 

temperature varying between 30o C and 20o C. The Average annual 

rainfall is 2900 mm. 

  

Agriculture in Malappuram is the endeavour of small holders. The 

vast majority of the peasants are small landholders. 2.36 lakh hectares 

are holdings below one hectare. Only 16,107 hectares of holdings are 

above 2 hectares in area. Agriculture continues to be the mainstay of 

the population, involving 75 percent of the people, directly or 

indirectly. The main crops raised are Paddy, Coconut, Tapioca, 

Arecanut, Cashew nut, Banana, Rubber Pulses, Ginger, Pepper and 

Betel vine. Coconut tops with a total area of one lakh hectares. Paddy 

is cultivated in 31098 hectares. Paddy has lost predominance among 

crops during the last two decades. Rubber, a main cash crop in the 

district, has got coverage of 26305 hectares. Rubber is a major 

contributor to the district economy. Another important cash crop is 

arecanut. Despite the support of government with subsidy and 

services, with the exception of rubber, crop production is declining, 

the discussion with farmers and knowledgeable persons reveals.  

 

Livestock is germane to the marginal and landless farmers (small 

income group) for their livelihood support. The surging household 

income from foreign remittances and plantation crops like rubber has 
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sidelined livestock production. Less than 20 percent of households 

own some form of livestock. Cattle are the most preponderant species 

and milk the major livestock output.  

 

The vast network of institutions under the state Animal Husbandry 

Department services the livestock farmers in the district. The 

important institutions include one District Veterinary Center, ninety 

four Veterinary Dispensaries, eleven Veterinary Hospitals four 

Veterinary Poly clinics, one hundred and sixteen Artificial 

Insemination Units and one district poultry farm. The department of 

Dairy Development has a district office and fourteen Dairy Extension 

Service Units in various parts of the district and look after the dairy 

extension service. The MRCMPU has one chilling plant and one P&I 

Unit at Nilambur and two marketing cold store hubs at Kottakkal and 

Nilambur for milk procurement and sale. 

 

 One hundred and seventy nine DCS functioning in villages collect, 

quality test and dispatch milk to the processing Dairies, pay the milk 

price at regular intervals to the dairy farmers and channel the support 

and services from the line departments and the milk Union. 

  

Malappuram is the only district in the state without a Dairy Plant. 

Considering the Milk Procurement and Market demand for Milk & 

Milk Products, the Union has proposed to establish a dairy plant with 

a capacity of 1 LLPD. Facilities for ice cream storage, cold store 

equipments, milk pumps and SS pipes & fittings are proposed in this 

project.    

   

 The total investment proposed for milk processing is Rs. 87.00 Lakhs 
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2.2.1.3.  KOZHIKODE DISTRICT 
  

  

  

 

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

The Kozhikode district came into existence in 1957. The district 

situated on the south west coast of India is surrounded on the north by 

Kannur, on the east by Wayanad, on the south by Malappuram 

districts and on the west by the Arabian sea. Topographically the 

district has three distinct regions-the sandy coastal belt, the rocky 

highlands formed by the hilly portion of the Western Ghats and 

lateritic midland. The total geographical area of the district is  

2,33,330 hectares (2344 km2 ). The district  is inhabited by 30.86 

lakhs people(2011 census) and the population  density is 1317 

persons/sq km. Nearly 20.73 lakhs people live in urban area and half 

of that only , 10.13lakhs,  in rural area ( 2011 census).  The district is 

subdivided in to three Taluks and 117 villages 75 Grama Panchayats, 

two Municipalities and one Municipal Corporation. 

 

Agriculture is the major income and employment provider to rural 

sector. The major crops raised are coconut, paddy, banana, tubers, 

spices and tree crops. After crop production the livestock sector 

provides the essential livelihood support to farming community.  The 

livestock development activities are supported both by the government 

departments and local self-governments apart from Milma. The 

department of Animal Husbandry provide breeding and heath care 

kozhikode 
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services through one district centre, two poly clinics, 13 hospitals, 71 

dispensaries and 109 insemination centres apart from a multitude of 

functionaries like clinical lab, RP eradication units etc. The 

department of Dairy Development provides the extension services, 

promotes fodder development and administers the milk cooperatives, 

both APCOS and others. The department has 12 dairy extension units 

in the district. The district houses the HQ of Regional Milk Union - 

MRCMPU, Kozhikode Dairy of capacity of 1.5 lakhs LPD one 

product dairy for the manufacture of special milk products and one 

training centre. The MRCMPU apart from collection, processing and 

marketing of milk and milk products also provides cattle breeding and 

extension support through the village dairy co-operatives. Few private 

agencies are also marketing milk in the district. 

  
To handle the increasing sales it is proposed to purchase a double head 

pouch filling machine and 6 Nos date coding device for the pouch 

filling machine. The ice cream sales in the region showing a growth 

rate of 30% in every year. Union having an ice cream plant at 

Kozhikode catering the requirement of 6 districts. To increase the 

storage capacity of ice cream it is proposed to install deep freezers 

rooms and compressors.  In order to reduce the fuel cost of the boiler 

it is proposed to purchase a biomass fired boiler as replacement of 

existing furnace oil fired boiler. 

  

The total investment proposed for milk processing is Rs. 164.00 Lakhs 
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2.2.1.4. WAYANAD DISTRICT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wayanad district formed on 1st November 1980 is in the mountain 

plateau of Western Ghats in Kerala and is in the Nilgiris biosphere 

adjoining Tamil Nadu and Karnataka states at an altitude of 700- 2100 

above MSL. The district is bordered on the east by Nilgiris and Mysore 

districts of Tamilnadu and Karnataka respectively, on the north by 

Coorg district of Karnataka, on the south by Malappuram and on the 

west by Kozhikode and Kannur districts. It is the smallest district in the 

state with an area of 2131 sq km, 5.5% of the total geographical area of 

the state. The district is subdivided into three Taluks/ blocks, has 25 

Panchayats, 49 revenue villages and one Municipality. The district 

inhabits 8.17 lakhs people with a perfectly well balanced sex ratio of 1:1 

(2011 census). The density of population 384/KM2, against the state 

average of 819/sq km is one of the lowest. Agriculture is the major 

contributor to the district economy and employment provider. About 

83% of the farmers are marginal, 11% small, 5% semi medium and the 

Wayanad 

District  
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rest 1% medium and large. The paddy cultivation in the district has 

declined over the years and today much of the cultivable dry land is 

under high value plantation crops; coffee and pepper. Dairy farming is 

germane to the farming system in Wayanad complementing the crop 

production and subsisting on the natural grass, weeds, residues and bye 

products of crop production and in turn enriching the soil through 

manure and water retention. The district is one of the very few districts 

in the state with some special attributes for dairy production. 

 

The Department of Animal Husbandry provide the animal health and 

breeding services. The department have one District Veterinary Centre, 

two Veterinary Poly Clinics, one Regional Artificial Insemination 

Centre, six Veterinary Hospitals, seventeen Veterinary Dispensaries and 

seventy four ICDP sub centres apart from the district Office functioning 

at Kalpetta. The DDD provide the dairy extension and statutory support.  

The department has the district office at Kalpetta, three dairy extension 

service units and one quality control unit. 

 

The MRCMPU Ltd have one Dairy Plant of 50000 LPD and one P&I 

unit at Kalpetta in the district. The Veterinary college at Pookkott, apart 

from Veterinary education, also provide health and extension support. 

  

 It is proposed for improving the facilities for milk sales, ice cream 

storage and fat handling.  Purchase of milk pumps, deep freezer rooms 

for ice cream, cream pump and SS pipes & fittings are included under 

the project.  

The total investment proposed for milk processing is Rs. 55.00 Lakhs 
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2.2.1.5. KANNUR DISTRICT 

 

     

Kannur district came into existence on first January 1957. The district is 

bordered by the Western Ghats in the East (Coorg district of Karnataka 

State), Kozhikode and Wayanad districts in the South, Lakshadweep sea 

in the West and Kasaragod in the North. The district has an area of 2966 

km2 and three geographical regions - highlands, midlands and lowlands. 

The highland region comprises mainly of mountains and major 

plantations of rubber. The midland region, lying between the mountains 

and the low lands, is made up of undulating hills and valleys. This is an 

area of intense agricultural activity. The lowland is comparatively 

narrow and comprises of rivers, deltas and seashore. This is a region of 

coconut and paddy cultivation. 

 

Kannur district has three taluks, 129 villages, nine blocks 81 Grama 

Panchayats and six Municipal Towns (Thaliparamba, Kannur, 

Thalassery, Kuthuparamba Payyannur and Mattannur).  The district 

houses 25.23 lakhs of people, 8.82 laks in rural and 16.41 in urban areas 

with a density of population of 850/KM2 (2011 Census). Agriculture is 

livelihood intensive to majority of people. The main crops grown in the 

district are paddy, coconut, pepper, cashew, tapioca, areca nut and 

plantation crops like rubber and spices. 

 

Dairy cattle are germane to the farming systems in the district. The 

livestock population in the district comprise of 106237 heads of cattle, 

765 buffalo, 55262 goats and 4534 pigs as per the latest cattle census 

(2012). The state departments, AHD and DDD, are the major service 

Kannur District 
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providers in livestock sector. Under the AHD there are 12 veterinary 

hospitals, 68 dispensaries, five poly clinics, one mobile dispensary, two 

mobile farm-aid units one District Veterinary Centre, four Regional 

Artificial Insemination centres and one hundred and fifty one AI sub 

centres in the district. The DDD has one Dy. Director Office (District 

Office), nine Dairy Extension Offices and one quality control office in 

the district. MRCMPU has a processing dairy with a capacity of 

100,000 LPD of milk. 

The existing Dairy was commissioned in 1979 with a capacity to handle 

10000 litres of milk per day.  It had been expanded several times and is 

now beyond any further improvement on account of land space 

limitation, water shortage, and traffic congestion.  The Plant is now in 

the middle of the city.   

 

On account of the above reasons, the Union has identified a new site of 

15 acres 30 Km away from the existing Dairy. Here, a new Dairy Plant 

of one lakh litre per day capacity.   As explained earlier in this report, 

the Union is finding short of funds to complete the project.  Therefore, 

the following items under the NPDD will be purchased and installed at 

this new Dairy in Sreekandapuram in Kannur District. 

 

It is proposed to purchase a double head pouch filling machine and 4 

Nos date coding device for the pouch filling machine. To handle the 

increase in ice cream, the storage capacity of ice cream is to be 

improved by the installation of deep freezers rooms and refrigeration 

compressors. To increase the cooling capacity of cold store Freon based 

refrigeration equipments to be installed. In order to reduce the fuel cost 

of the boiler it is proposed to purchase a biomass fired boiler as 

replacement of existing furnace oil fired boiler. 

 

For handling additional volume of milk, fat &milk products 60 Kl silo, 

Cream storage tank, cream pumps, Ghee boiler, ghee clarifier, Ghee 

storage tank, milk pumps, and SS pipes & fittings are included in this 

project for Kannur district. The total investment proposed for milk 

processing is Rs. 273.00 Lakhs.  
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2.2.1.6. KASARAGOD DISTRICT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The district of Kasaragod came into existence on 24th May 

1984. The district located at the northern tip of the state has an 

area of 1992 sq km, bordered by South Canara district of 

Karnataka State in east, Mangalore district of Karnataka in the 

north, Kannur district in the South, Arabian sea in the West. 

Based on physical features, the district can be divided into three 

natural divisions - the lowland bordering the sea, the midland 

consisting of the undulating country and the forest-clad 

highland on the extreme east. For the purpose of administration 

the district is sub divided in to two Taluks, Hosdurg and 

Kasaragod and seventy five villages. The district has one 

district Panchayat, four Block Panchayats, seventy five Gram 

Panchayats with 600 wards and two Municipalities with seventy 

five wards. The district houses 13.07 lakhs people and has a 

density of population of 656/KM2 (2011 census).  
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Agriculture forms the mainstay of the population of the district. 

The average land holding size is 0.469 ha. Nearly 95% of the 

land holdings are marginal (less than 2 ha) and they own 70% 

of the cultivated area while the remaining 30% land is held by 

larger holders, more than 2 ha. In hilly areas the important crops 

are rubber, cashew and ginger. In the skeletal plateau areas, 

cashew trees are cultivated, while in some patches, areca nut, 

pepper and cocoa are grown. In the coastal tract, paddy, 

coconut, areca nut, cashew, tobacco, vegetables and tapioca are 

cultivated.  

 

The livestock farming is at subsistence level and cattle are the 

predominant species. The farmers are adopting crossbreeding of 

cattle at large as a means of genetic improvement for milk 

production and to take up dairy production on commercial 

scale. The Kasaragod has the highest proportion of native cattle 

among all the districts in the state. Recently there is growing 

interest among certain sections of the community to promote a 

native genetic group of cattle as a breed – ‘Kasaragod Dwarf.    

 

The department of Animal husbandry is the major service 

provider for cattle breeding and heath care. The department has 

one DVC, two RAIC, six Veterinary Hospitals, thirty three 

Veterinary dispensaries and 245 AI centres in the district. The 

DDD also has its presence in the district with a district officer at 

Kasaragod, four Dairy Extension Service Centres, and one 

Quality Control Unit. The MRCMPU has a dairy at Kanhangad 

with a capacity of 30000 LPD with procurement and marketing 

division under it. 

  

Improvement of facilities for milk processing, fat handling, cold 

store and ice cream storage are proposed for Kasaragod dairy.  

Purchase of pasteuriser, homogeniser, tri purpose centrifuge, 

cream pumps, pouch filling machine, cold store equipments, 

Deep freezer rooms, milk pumps and SS pipes & fittings etc are 

proposed under this project the total investment proposed for 

milk processing is Rs. 282.00 Lakhs  
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2.2.2. Milk Marketing  

 

2.2.2.1. Milk Parlours  

  

Milk needs to be distributed widely so as to reach every nook 

and corner of the market. In order to achieve the same, Malabar 

Union has introduced a concept of starting milk parlours at 

various locations. There are tow components for milk parlours 

viz. Civil and Equipments Civil part covers the construction of 

the parlour and the Equipment part covers purchase of deep 

freezer for the parlour. All products of Milma are displayed and 

sold through these parlours. MRCMPU has many such parlours 

already operating. We propose for starting of 66 new milk 

parlours during the project period.  These parlours help us to 

increase the reach of our products and also help to improve the 

sales volume. 

 

2.2.2.2.  Milma Shoppe 

  

In order to increase the presence of Milma in major towns, 

MRCMPU plan to start Milma Shoppe` at all major towns. 

Milma shoppes are bigger version of milma parlours with 

facilities to seat and consume the milma products like ice 

cream, freshly prepared milk plus fruit drinks etc. Thirty 

Shoppe`s were already started during at various locations in 

Malabar. Shoppe` works as a brand shop of Milma with all 

Milma products available at the out let and it works round the 

clock. Average investment for establishment of a Milma 

Shoppe` varies from Rs.10 Lakhs to Rs.12 Lakhs. MRCMPU 

invests around 6 lakhs per Shoppe` and the balance is invested 

by the franchisee. In the NPDD we plan to start 26 Milma 

Shoppe’s. 

  

2.2.2.3. Space in supermarket 

 

Super markets and Hypermarkets are new marketing formats, 

which provide ample scope for pushing products. In order to 

increase the presence of milma milk and milk products at super 

markets, taking shelf space at rent is proposed in the project. It 

is proposed to take shelf space in 117supermarkets during the 

project period. 
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2.2.2.4. Decorated Mobile Milk Products vending vehicle 

  

It is proposed to arrange decorated mobile product vending 

vehicles that will be stationed at important locations during 

festival days to exhibit and sell milma products to the 

consumers. This will help to increase consumer awareness 

about Milma products and also to push milma product sales 

during the festival season like Onam, Eid etc. 

 

2.2.2.5. Marketing Infrastructure for Cold chain Maintenance 

  

In order to give good quality milk and milk products to the 

consumers, MRCMPU started investing in PUF insulated 

vehicles and also in dealer point level PUF insulated storage 

boxes. At present we were able to supply 100% of the milk 

through PUF insulated vehicles. Since the milk sales are further 

increasing, in the project proposal, 31 numbers of 3 MT PUF 

body vehicle routes are envisaged for distribution of new sales 

volumes created during the coming years. 

  

Similarly we were able to increase the quality of milk at retailer 

level by providing PUF insulated storage boxes to dealers. A 

total of 2055 PUF insulated Boxes are proposed in the project 

with capacities ranging from 25 Ltrs to 460 Ltrs. 

  

For supply of ice cream at the distributor level 345 numbers of 

Shipper Boxes (Ice cream supply box) are proposed. For 

keeping the ice cream and other milk products under 

refrigerated condition/freezing condition, 3087 numbers of deep 

freezers are proposed in the project. The supply of these 

freezers will help to increase the sale of ice cream and other 

milk products. 

  

In order to keep the flavoured milk, buttermilk and similar 

products under refrigerated condition, 1175 numbers of Visi 

Coolers are proposed in the project. The supply of these visi 

coolers will definitely help to improve the sales of these 

products in future. MRCMPU is also investing in dealer level 

display materials like Point -of-Purchase (POP) materials, Flex 

Boards, Dealers’ shop painting etc. These efforts helped us to 

improve the image of the organisation among the consumers. 

We have provided allocations for these items too.  
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2.2.2.6. Consumer Awareness Programme 

 

MRCMPU was able to conduct a large number of consumer 

education programmes during last 5 years. Our thrust was on 

conducted dairy visits of consumers. By these programmes, we 

were able to educate the consumers about the quality of dairy 

milk, importance of pasteurisation, nutrients in milk etc.  

 

We are proposing 709 consumer awareness programmes which 

include Consumer Dairy Visits, Radio, TV and News Paper 

advertisements to make consumers aware about the quality of 

milk and milk products, exhibition stall and trade shows to 

increase consumer awareness about our products. 

  

2.2.2.7. Dealer support programmes 

 

Various Dealer support programmes to increase the visibility of 

Milma Brand in general and the milk and milk products in 

particular need are undertaken by us. Tin boards chain boards 

and Stand boards are supplied to dealers free of cost. We 

propose 3450 tin boards, 3450 stand boards and 9000 chain 

boards for supply to the dealers during the project period. These 

items are supplied to the dealers on free of cost basis. These are 

required for identification of dealer points by the consumers. 

MRCMPU is also investing in dealer level display materials like 

Point -of-Purchase (POP) materials, Flex Boards, Dealers’ shop 

painting etc. These efforts helped us to improve the image of 

the organisation among the consumers. We have provided 

allocations for these items too.  

  

MRCMPU is also investing in dealer level display materials like 

Point -of-Purchase (POP) materials, Flex Boards, Dealers’ shop 

painting, LED Boards etc. These efforts helped us to improve 

the visibility of the brand among the consumers. We have 

provided allocations for these items too.  We propose 5200  

units of shop painting, 845 LED boards and erection of 4555 

flex boards during the project period. 

  

In addition, POP materials, banners, cotton caps, broachers, 

raincoats, name slips(Book stickers for school children) and 

milk delivery bags for consumers are proposed in the project. 

These items are helpful to improve the image of the 
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organisation and to attract consumers to the Milma retail 

counters. 

 

In order to organise Festival stalls at trade shows, we propose 

24dismantling type booths, which will be used to conduct 159 

festival/trade shows during the project period. We also propose 

decoration of 515 milma shops during festival days. 

 

Milk is generally preserved in PUF boxes. But retail dealers 

prefer to keep a freezer or a refrigerator as stand-by to keep the 

milk if there is any unsold milk on a particular day. For helping 

the dealers to keep a small freezer or refrigerator we propose 

240  numbers of freezer as well as refrigerator assistance (a part 

of the total expense is supported to the dealer as subsidy). 

  

In order to facelift the milma stalls, we propose renovation of  

milma outlets during the project period. Wall painting/ hoarding 

at 84 locations are proposed in the project. Expenses related to 

fixing of vinyl stickers in the distribution vehicles are also 

proposed in the project. We propose fixing of vinyl sticker 

fixing in 173 milk distribution vehicles. 

  

Milk need to be distributed widely since it is a highly perishable 

product. For this purpose, MRCMPU implemented a scheme 

called Milk stockist cum Redistributors. A milk dealer is 

supported for operation of a small three wheeler vehicle for 

redistribution of milk to remote areas. Dealer is paid for the 

distance operated by him to distribute milk and milk products in 

the near by areas of a Milma dealer. This helped us to increase 

the penetration and to ensure the availability of milk in every 

nook and corner in our operational area. We propose starting of 

71 new Redistribution routes to increase the sale of milk and 

milk products in the coming years. 

  

Our dealers are divided into different groups and best 

performing dealers are given incentives and awards. For this 

purpose, we propose 44 dealer club meetings and award 

functions during the project period. 

 

A total amount of Rs.3464.69 lakhs which comes to 36.12 % of 

the Total Project cost, is required and in which Rs. 2931.19 is 

requested for Milk processing and Marketing of MRCMPU Ltd, 
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under NPDD as GOI share and the balance amount Rs. 533.5 

can be considered as Union share.   

 

2.3. Milk Procurement 

 

As on 31.03.2014, there were 1083 Functional milk Co-

operative societies under the Union. During 2013-14, the Union 

procured an average of 4.92 lakh litres of milk per day. 

 

The Union identified the following actions in the procurement 

area which are to be addressed under the Centrally Sponsored 

Scheme, NPDD.    

 

2.3.1. Infra structure for societies 

 

Many of the Primary Dairy Co-operatives are functioning in 

rented buildings. When the business grows, the facilities 

available in the buildings are inadequate to accommodate inputs 

such as Cattle Feeds, fodder etc. In addition frequent farmers 

meetings also would be required to educate the farmers on 

different cattle management practices. Hence, it is absolute 

necessity to make additional provisions for infrastructure. 

 

Therefore, we have provided building support for 108 societies 

during NPDD. It is estimated that by the year 2017, the number 

of functional societies would increase to 1191 by adding 36 

DCS per year. Out of 1137 registered milk societies, 54were 

defunct as on 31.03.2014.   

 

2.3.2. Purchase and supply of milk cans 

 

To Support the new DCS for starting collection of milk and for 

supply to the existing societies to handle the increased volumes 

of milk, Milk Cans have to be supplied. Therefore, we have 

provided funds for the same. 

 

2.3.3. DG Sets 

 

Power shortage is a frequent and recurrent problem especially in 

rural areas. Societies identified for provision of BMCs would 

also require DG sets to adjust with the power failures. Frequent 

power fluctuation would affect the temperature of the milk, 

which may lead to quality deterioration.  To maintain the chilled 
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milk quality in the Societies, provisions for DG sets @ 

Rs.100000/ may be made for installation of DG sets. These 

generators would also ensure production of hot water through 

electricity for cleaning of the BMC and milk handling vessels 

during the times of power failures. 

 

2.3.4. Water Supply System 

 

In rural areas, the water supply from the public water supply 

schemes of the local self-government institutions is insufficient 

to meet even the domestic requirements of the population. 

When milk societies are set up in villages, additional water 

availability from such sources becomes infeasible. Therefore, 

Dairy Co-operatives require adequate quantity of water to 

manage the milk collection process. Therefore, provisions for 

bore well, open well with overhead tank facility for water 

supply systems etc are made. An amount of Rs.1, 00,000/- per 

DCS may be made available from the project. 

 

2.3.5. Milk Cans 

 

At the targeted increase in milk procurement in the coming 

years, in order to meet the additional requirements of milk cans, 

provision is incorporated to purchase 1700 numbers of milk 

cans, which could be issued to the needy societies on prescribed 

norms.  

 

2.3.6. AMCUs 

 

The societies already supplied with the Automatic Milk 

Collection Units are functioning satisfactorily. Automated Milk 

Collection Units make the system easier, accurate and 

transparent. Provisions @ Rs.1, 25,000/ per unit are made to 

support the societies to meet the requirements for setting up of 

new Automatic Milk Collection Units. 

 

The Automatic Milk Collection Unit includes a weigh scale, 

electronic milk tester, digital indicator, computer with printer 

and software for the milk collection activities and accounts 

keeping of DCS.  
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2.3.7. Milk Analyser 

 

Conventional method of milk analysis in the new societies is 

time consuming. Further, the results are not available in soft 

form. Therefore, milk analysers are increasingly used for milk 

analysis. Milk analysers are hygienic and transparent to milk 

producers. Therefore, provision of Milk Analyser @ subsidy of 

Rs.30000/- per unit is included in the project. 

 

2.3.8. Electronic Milk Tester 

 

If new societies/existing societies where the number of samples 

are around 100 or more, handling of milk samples may consume 

time.  Provisions for 5 MOTs Electronic Milk-o-Tester (MOT) 

is made in the project. 

 

2.3.9. Electric Centrifuge 

 

All the new societies in the initial stage require electric 

centrifuge. To test milk in societies along with the milk 

collection accessories, an electric centrifuge is also essential. 

Therefore provision is made in the project. 

 

2.3.10. Weighing Scales  

 

Weighing scales in the milk collection centres is essential to 

know the quantum of milk supplied by the producers. All new 

societies may be supplied with a weighing scale. 

 

2.3.11. Hand Held Billing Device. 

 

This could be more advantageous to the societies with 

subsidiary/satellite Milk Collection Centres. A person can carry 

the equipment to the collection centres and incorporate the milk 

collection related data in soft form to the machine. 

Subsequently, the machine can be brought to the main centre to 

import the data to the computer in the main centre in order to 

carryout the further accounting procedures. MRCMPU has 

already introduced 50 such machines. To encourage the usage 

of the equipment at the societies, provision for more number of 

such units is made under NPDD.  
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2.3.12. Managerial Grant to the New DCS 

 

The New Societies, at least for first three years need to be 

provided with managerial subsidy for avoiding delay in milk 

value payment to the farmers on account of shortage of working 

capital.  

2.3.13. Subsidy to transport 

 

Societies situated in the remote areas need to transport their 

milk to the nearest lifting point. In such cases, transport subsidy 

on prescribed norms could be a great help in the initial stages of 

functioning of the societies. This could be fixed depending on 

the milk collection and distance. Similarly subsidy for cattle 

feed transport to the societies may also be provided. 

 

2.3.14. Incentives for better quality Milk 

 

To promote hygienic practices and to get better price for the 

milk, societies may be paid incentives on quality basis. Apart 

from the chemical quality, bacteriological quality needs to be 

given much importance and incentives for better quality shall be 

paid to the societies. These incentives will be based on 

Methylene Blue Reduction Time (MBRT) of milk, temperature 

of chilled milk from BMCs, acquisition of ISO 22000 

certification etc. 

 

A total amount of Rs.1543.55 lakhs, which comes around   

16.09 % of the Total Project cost, is requested for Milk 

Procurement of MRCMPU Ltd, under NPDD. 

 

2.4. Cattle Shed  

 

2.4.1. Cattle shed Construction 

 

The physical infrastructure of cattle sheds has gained a lot of 

importance recently with the induction of high producing cows. 

The microbial quality of milk can be greatly affected by the 

condition of shed floor. The aeration in the cattle shed the height 

of the roof and spacing between the animals are very important 

factors affecting the cow comfort. 

  

A considerable number of cattle shed belonging to our farmers 

need up gradation. The heat stress on cows is going up as an after 
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effect of Climate change. Installation of automatic drinking bowls 

will help the cows to combat heat stress to a large extent. 

Considering this provisions are to be set apart for up gradation of 

existing sheds and construction of new sheds. 

 

 

2.4.2.     Cattle Farm Mechanization 

 

Farm labour has become a scarce resource today. It has also 

become a costly resource. The solution lies in mechanization of 

dairy farms. Provisions are to be made for extending financial 

support for purchase of rubber mats & Pressure washers. With the 

power situation worsening all over the state we may also ear mark 

some funds for the purchase of Generators in dairy farms 

 

A total amount of Rs. 466.75 lakhs, which comes around 4.87 % 

of the Total Project cost is requested for Cattle, shed of 

MRCMPU Ltd, under NPDD. 

 

2.5. Cattle Induction 

 

The fastest method to increase milk production in a particular area 

is by induction of cows & pregnant heifers. Quality animals 

meeting the criteria set by us can be brought from the 

neighbouring states of Karnataka & Tamil Nadu. Funds are to be 

ear marked @ Rs 40000/ cow & Rs 30000/ pregnant heifer, for 

cattle induction, under the programme. An amount of Rs 2000/ 

animal has to be set apart for transportation of such animals & an 

amount of Rs 2500/ animal has to be set apart for cattle insurance. 

 

A total amount of Rs.555.30 lakhs, which comes around 5.79 % of 

the Total Project cost, is requested for Cattle Induction of 

MRCMPU Ltd, under NPDD. 

 

2.6. Establishment of Milk and Milk Product Testing Laboratories 

and Systems 

 

In the light of stringent food safety laws like Food Safety and 

Standards Act-2011 and increasing awareness of the consumers 

about food safety and consumer rights, it is very essential that the 

organization acquires FSMS Certification for the entire units for 

supplying safe products with consistent quality. 
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We have proposed a Central Milk Testing Lab at Kozhikode 

district, for the union, with modern testing facilities so that the 

dairies in the all the six districts can do the costly analysis of their 

milk samples in a central point. At present all the samples for 

antibiotic, pesticide residues are analysed in the outside approved 

labs. We have also proposed the furniture needed for the Central 

Lab. 

 

In fact the Union should have a modern laboratory due to two 

reasons.  First, to ensure that the milk and milk products from the 

dairy meets the mandatory standards of FSSA 2011. Secondly, to 

meet the export regulations (the Union is regularly selling its ghee 

to the gulf markets). The recently introduced FSSA 2011 has 

prescribed microbial and chemical standards for processed milk. 

Therefore it is mandatory that the milk conforms to the prescribed 

standards. 

  

The milk marketing in the state is becoming increasingly 

competitive. To make more strides in the marketing front, 

MRCMPU must use ‘Quality’ against their competitors. This 

calls for astute quality assurance procedures and most modern 

testing facilities for milk and milk products. Therefore the Union 

may be soon equipped with next generation equipments for 

speedy and accurate determination of all parameters, chemical 

and microbial, specified by the FSSA/Export authorities.  

 

Analysis includes bacterial enumeration, screening for pesticide 

and antibiotic residues, etc and more.  Both raw milk and finished 

products can be tested monthly.   Internal regulatory action can 

also be taken in instances of non-compliance with quality 

standards. This lab can also examine consumer complaints 

regarding quality of dairy products.  Farms and processing plant 

water supplies can be screened for coliform bacteria.  The 

processing and cooling water in the dairy processing plants are 

required to be tested in monthly basis, which can be carried out in 

the proposed lab. The Central Dairy lab assists in ensuring all 

dairy products produced in our units meet the high quality 

standards consumers expect from MILMA.  

 

All units of the Milk Union are already certified by Quality 

Management System (ISO 9001:2008). We are in the process of 

upgrading the existing ISO 9001:2008 to ISO 22000:2005.We 

have already converted three units to ISO 22000:2005. 
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Certification audits and subsequent yearly survival audits by the 

officials from the accreditation body are to be conducted in the 

organization to evaluate the food safety system. A lot of Hygiene 

systems, trainings, and other capital investments are needed for 

the above process.  

 

ISO 22000 is an international standard intended to be used by 

organizations within the food chain. It contains traditional quality 

assurance preventive measures plus preventive food-safety 

measures.  

 

A total amount of Rs.308 lakhs, which comes around 3.21 % of 

the Total Project cost, is requested for Establishment of Milk and 

Milk Product Testing Laboratories and Systems of MRCMPU Ltd, 

under NPDD. 

  

2.7. Clean milk Production Kit  
 

Use of electrically operated Milking machines can be very helpful 

for farmers rearing more than 3 cows. Provision has to be made 

for financially supporting innovative farmers who want to try 

milking machines, as the cost of milking machines are very high 

and the milk producers may not be in a position to purchase such 

machines on their own.  

 

Most of the milk producers are carrying milk in aluminum vessels 

to the societies. Distribution of SS Milk vessels to these farmers 

will help in increasing the microbial quality of milk procured by 

the Dairy cooperatives.  

 

A total amount of Rs.104.23 lakhs, which comes around 1.09 % of 

the Total Project cost, is requested for Clean Milk Production kit 

under NPDD. 

 

2.8. Technical Input Activities 

 

2.8.1. Animal Health & Breeding Inputs Camps 

 

  Funds may be ear marked for conduct of periodical camps at 

DCS level to address issues related to animal health & 

infertility.  
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2.8.2. Fodder Development 

 

Kerala is a fodder deficit state. The limited land availability 

for fodder cultivation is a major constraint. Commercial 

fodder cultivation by fodder entrepreneurs have to be 

promoted in areas where suitable land is available. Use of 

motorized chaff cutters have to be promoted so as to avoid 

wastage of fodder. Provisions for distribution of fodder slips 

as planting material have to be made to extend area under 

fodder cultivation.   

 

2.8.3. Malabar Milk Union has established a new platform called 

“Farm Support” exclusively to cater the needs of the 

entrepreneurs who enter the dairy sector by setting up of small 

dairy farms with 10 or more cows.  The farm support 

facilitates farm credit, mechanization, and establishment of a 

distribution network for low cost alternate feed stuffs and 

delivery of other need based inputs.  Under this initiative the 

Union has promoted establishment of commercial fodder 

farms and supply of green fodder to the farmers through 

“Fodder routes”.  The Union has also started a Straw-baling 

Unit at Palakkad for densification and supply of paddy straw 

to farmers in the straw deficit areas of the Union.  

 

A total amount of Rs. 249.75 lakhs, which comes around     

2.6 % of the Total Project cost, is requested for Technical 

Input Activities under NPDD. 

 

2.9. Information & Communication Technology Networking  

 

 The NPDD System will function as a client server 

architecture network with Six centers at each district 

(Palakkad, Malappuram, Kozhikode, Wayanad, Kannur, 

Kasaragod) and a central server 

system linking all these six centers 

with the following objectives. 

 

The Pilot project on Information 

and technology, networking which 

is to make the data and 

information available to all the 

DCS under MRCMPU. The data processed from the Dairy is 

stored on a Data Server, which is called rack server. This rack 
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server is mounted inside a rack for easy management purpose. 

The information contains day to day activities of the dairy and 

the societies linked to that dairy and also BMCS related 

information (qty, quality, chilling cost etc) and period wise 

payment system for the societies/BMCs. 

 

 

 The data in the rack server need to backup frequently 

to store that data in a  backup storage device for cold as 

well as hot backup and also to backup to tape for the 

data portability regularly to avoid data loss and to keep 

data away in a  secured place for a long period of time.  

  

The HHB system is used to communicate with the 

society collection centers and on  the data 

collected via HHB from collection center is 

imported directly to the society package to avoid 

manual error and intervention for the easy 

processing the data sheet and invoices and also will be used 

for the Marketing product ordering and cash collection 

activities. 

 

The data and information is processed based 

on Three-tier architecture (oracle database 

platform)  as a client–server architecture in 

which the computer data  and data access can 

be  developed and maintained as independent 

modules for the fast processing of transaction 

and information  to the DCS. 

 

With the help of oracle web logic suite which 

can be used for the  clustering of data that 

enables scaling of applications with high 

availability of data  to  the users for 

processing and can  deploy on cloud 

environment. This is a Server software 

application that runs on a middle tier, 

between back-end databases and related applications and 

browser-based thin clients. Web Logic use to develop to 

connect users in a distributed computing environment and to 

facilitate the integration of applications with distributed 

corporate data and applications. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_data_storage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_access
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modular_programming
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Antivirus software to make the system 

protected from most viruses, worms, Trojan 

horses, and other unwanted invaders that 

can make the system malfunction. So to 

keep the system (Hardware & Software )  

healthy and functional , need to install a 

proper antivirus and should be updated with the latest update. 

 

Desktop, Printers and switches - use to communicate among 

dairies and DSC for data sharing among clients inside and 

outside for the proper function of the system.   

 

Onsite Software Analysis and evaluation includes the 

onsite installation of Software at the DSC and Dairies 

and also to provide proper training on how to use the 

software and its attached resources. 

 

Software consultancy charges for our Enterprise 

Resource planning Solution for integrating all the 

modules to make it centralized.  

  

 

 

Lease line cost for the interconnectivity 

between Dairies and its Sub centres 

(including MCC/MCP/Depots) for 

centralized management and availability 

of data at any time from any locations 

under the units of MRCMPU.  

Apart from the above and to improve 

the service we have decided to 

implement the SMS System and IVRS 

system for our Managed Services with 

an end-to-end solution that makes the 

passage of information between union 

and DCS at all times by saving time 

and money.  

 

A total amount of Rs.831.75 lakhs which comes around    8.67 

% of the Total Project cost is requested for Information & 

Communication Technology Networking of MRCMPU Ltd, 

under NPDD. 
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2.10. Manpower And Skill Development 

 

2.10.1. Trainings play a remarkable role in the manpower 

development activities. It will help the growth of organization 

and the self-development of personnel in order to face the 

realities of the present business scenario. Technological 

Awareness Programmes as well as Management Development 

Programmes are proposed in this scheme so that the output 

generated will match to the needs of the organization. 

Training will help the union to create mass awareness about 

the requirement of skill development among the employees. 

  

2.10.2. We have proposed the following targets in the Project 

Duration as given below: 

 
 Targets 

Training Heads 
 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 

No. of 
Persons 

Training of Dairy 
personnel  

     

Dairy Manager Person 6 6 0 12 

Production Officers Person 18 18 12 48 

Dairy Plant 
Supervisors 

Person 18 18 18 54 

Technicians/Operators Person 12 12 18 42 

Milk Marketing 
Officers 

Person 12 12 18 42 

Training of MC 
Members 

Person 0 18 0 18 

 

 

2.10.3. We have proposed a training centre at Kozhikode for the 

entire training and skill development activities of the of the 

farmers, dealers, vehicle crew, society staff, technicians, 

consumers etc. 

 

2.10.4. More that 79,000 households contribute to the daily milk 

procurement of MRCMPU. In order to motivate the farmers to 

produce and supply good quality milk to the Co-operatives 

and to create a feeling of belongingness, regular training and 

awareness building programmes are required. 

2.10.5. Training institutions is having a significant role in moulding 

the new generation manpower in order to suit the needs of the 
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organization.  Strengthening of training infrastructure will 

help the union to create awareness among farmers about 

various aspects related to cattle raring and clean milk 

production.  

2.10.6. Farmers, Presidents, Managing Committee members, 

Secretaries, Milk Collectors, Milk Testers, AI Workers and 

Animal husbandry workers of DCS will be trained on clean 

milk production, Dairy Animal Management, Leadership 

qualities, Institution building etc. further, on-the-job training 

for milk testing and secretarial practice, accounting etc. also 

will be given. 

2.10.7. The Dairy Professionals from the Milk Union can train the 

farmers. The subjects include cattle husbandry practices, 

udder cleaning and hygiene, essential steps to be followed in 

udder health, pre-milking steps, milking procedure, vessel 

hygiene and importance of short pre-chilling time in 

controlling microbial multiplication. Detection of sub clinical 

mastitis can also be demonstrated.  

2.10.8. Physical Targets for Training proposed to be conducted in the 

Training Centre during the project period. 
 

 

 

2.10.9. At an average 50-150 farmers can be participated in each 

session. The duration of the training will be two days for 5 - 6 

hours daily. At the end of the second day, farmers will be 

 Targets 

Training Heads  
2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 

No. of 
Units 

Recurring Expenditure      

CD Programme Prog 30 30 30 90 

FIP Person 1200 1200 1200 3600 

Training of DCS/BMC/MCC  
Staff(P&I) 

     

Secretary Person 300 300 150 750 

Tester/Helper Person 300 300 150 750 

MCC/P&I Staff Person 24 24 24 72 

Training on AI Person 30 30 60 120 

Training of farmers in 
GMP/GHP 

Person 300 300 900 1500 

Training of farmers on Animal 
Husbandry 

Person 96 150 150 396 

Dairy Extension Activities Prog. 12 12 18 42 
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provided ‘Saf Kit’ consisting of 500 ml udder dip solution and 

spray bottle, CMT pad, CMT reagent, dewormers and one kg 

mineral supplement free of cost. Farmers’ training can 

improve the milk quality and change the mindset of people 

towards clean milk production. 

 

2.10.10. MRCMPU Ltd has a total of 544 employees on its rolls as on 

31.3.2014. During the past, training and development 

programmes of MRCMPU were used as the main instrument 

for organizational development and to make huge strides in 

productivity standards including cost reduction, energy 

conservation, product improvement etc. 

 

A total amount of Rs.394.70 lakhs which comes around    4.12 

% of the Total Project cost is requested for Manpower And 

Skill Development of MRCMPU Ltd, under NPDD. 

 

2.11. Working Capital Requirement of the Union 
  

The MRCMPU has got 5 Dairy Plants and one Milk Products 

Dairy for conducting its commercial operations. Large amount 

of Working Capital are needed to ensure smooth and 

uninterrupted supply of raw materials, consumables etc. for its 

manufacturing and sales operations. 

Each unit shall maintain minimum quantity of finished 

products at all times to ensure uninterrupted sales. Minimum 

quantity of all raw materials, consumables packing materials, 

stores and spares etc. are required to maintain smooth 

processing/ production operation. 

 

The working Capital requirement of the Union is fluctuating 

throughout the year depending on local milk procurement. 

The milk procurement of the Union fluctuates drastically   

between the flush and lean season. Union needs huge amount 

of Working Capital during lean season (January to May) and 

flush season (June, July, October, November). This is to 

ensure timely milk value to the farmers even when money is 

held up in the form of inventory like ghee, skimmed milk 

powder, consumables, and cattle feed etc.  

  

During lean season union is procuring large quantity milk 

from other states for which payments are made in advance. 
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Large quantity of SMP shall be kept especially during lean 

season to meet the market demand for liquid milk, curd etc. 

 

During flush season funds are needed to stock ghee, converted 

SMP, cream etc. which are produced in excess of normal 

market requirements. Union is supplying cattle feed and other 

inputs to the societies on credit basis. Present supply of cattle 

feed to societies is more than 7000 M.T per month. It is 

expected to increase significantly in the coming years. 

 

Union is at present resorting to short-term loan from banks to 

meet its working capital requirements. As the volume of 

business   is increasing, the dependence on bank loan will be 

more in the coming years. 

  

The working capital grant proposed NPDD will give good 

relief to the Union, as it will reduce the dependence on the 

banks, as well as savings in expenditure towards interest.  

  

A total amount of Rs.1648.71 lakhs, which comes around 

17.19 % of the Total Project cost, is requested for Working 

Capital (Purchase of Milk Powder, Cattle Feed and Packing 

Material) for MRCMPU Ltd, under NPDD. 

 

2.12. Planning and Monitoring 
  

Planning and monitoring includes Benchmark survey, 

concurrent evaluation and final evaluation by an independent 

agency. A total amount of Rs.24.00 lakhs, which comes 

around 0.25 % of the Total Project cost, is requested for 

Planning and Monitoring of the Project. 
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3. General 
  

Certified that there will be no overlapping of activities under NPDD 

areas with any other scheme of Govt. of India and / or State Govt. 

 

Hence as per the guidelines fixed for National Programme for Dairy 

development, the proposed project is eligible for support on 100% 

grant basis. 

   

This Proposal for a total financial support of   Rs. 9057.93 lakhs under 

NPDD is submitted to Govt. of India, through Govt. of Kerala for 

approval.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Managing Director  

  

 
 


